
  
 

Seminar on “Patent Claims with Functional features – Good or Bad?” 
What is the situation in Europe, the US and China? 

Stockholm, 12 February 2016 

Invitation 
FICPI SWEDEN is the Swedish part of FICPI which is an international organization, with members 
from more than 80 countries. FICPI works for patent and trademark attorneys in the free 
profession, with issues relating to their daily work as well as IP law issues on a global scale. The 
membership in FICPI SWEDEN, which is prerequisite for membership in FICPI International, 
provides a global network of IP professionals, and a possibility to understand and participate in the 
development of IP law throughout the world. 

FICPI SWEDEN runs regular seminars in Sweden focusing on current issues and trends in IP. The 
speakers are normally FICPI members from other countries of the world. The seminars are open for 
all, but FICPI members enjoy a reduced registration fee. 

Now, at this event, we will deal with a tricky aspect of claim drafting: “Claims with functional 
features – good or bad?” We believe that the practice differs across various jurisdictions. At the 
European Patent Office, the Examiners often raise objections to such claims under Art. 84, for lack 
of clarity. 

We will have FICPI colleagues from Germany, France and China, as well as a number of Swedish 
experts on this topic, illustrating how this matter is dealt with during prosecution of patent 
applications as well as in litigation. Will the claims be valid? What is the scope?  
The speakers will go through the law and practice in Europe (EPC, Germany and Sweden), the US 
and China. Also, a number of practical examples will be given, including the Thule vs. Mont Blanc 
case that has become well-known because of the relatively high damages for infringement that 
were awarded. There will also be a presentation by an expert from the EPO, a Swedish Patent 
Office (PRV) Examiner as well as a representative of the Medtech industry.  

  

 

 
See attached general information and detailed Program, and background of Swedish court case: 

 



  
 

General Information 

 
Date:  
Friday 12 February, 09.00 – 17.00, followed by mingling with refreshments 
 
Venue: 
Westmanska  Palatset, Room “Bryggarkungen”, Holländargatan 17, Stockholm, Sweden  
(see www.westmanskapalatset.se ) 
 
Hotels: 
Please book a hotel room directly with the hotel. There are several hotels nearby, and also near the 
Arlanda Express Railway station, in different price categories: Frey’s Hotel, Radisson Blue Royal Viking 
Hotel, Radisson Blue Waterfront Hotel, Rica Hotel, Hotel Terminus, Best Western Hotel Bentleys, 
Nordic Sea Hotel, Clarion Hotel Sign, Tegnerlunden, Queen´s Hotel, Kungsbron Hotel, Scandic Norra 
Bantorget. 
See e.g.  www.booking.com  (hotel at Norrmalm, Stockholm) 
 
Registration:  
You just send an email to info@ficpisweden.se. Please indicate 

- your name and invoice address,  
- whether you are a FICPI member (individual member or member of a national  

 
Price: 
3,000 SEK (2,000 SEK for FICPI members), including lunch  
An invoice will be sent to you after registration, payment within 10 days. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Westmanska Palatset, Holländargatan 17 
 

 

 

Arlanda Express (train from Arlanda airport) 

 

Stockholm Central Railway Station 

 

http://www.westmanskapalatset.se/
http://www.booking.com/
mailto:info@ficpisweden.se


  
 

Program 

“Claims with functional features – good or bad?” 12 February 2016 

 
08.30 – 09.00            Registration at Westmanska Palatset, Holländargatan 17 
 Room ”Bryggarkungen”  
 
09.00 - 09.15       Welcome address  
 Lennart Karlström, Vice  President of FICPI Sweden 
  
 Introduction to topics and speakers 
 Jan Modin, Program Manager, FICPI Sweden 
 
 
Applicable Law and practice in various jurisdictions (Europe, the US, China) 
 
09.15 – 09.40           Alexander Esslinger, Munich 
                                    “Applicable EPC provisions and case law”   
 
 

Functional claim features are frequently used in many technical areas in order to obtain protection of 
the technical concept of an invention instead of merely structural embodiments thereof. The EPO has 
developed detailed case law determining the conditions under which functional claims are allowed in 
view of clarity of the invention, sufficiency of enablement and original disclosure, and when a 
functional claim feature can support novelty and inventive step of the claim over the prior art. The 
scope of protection of a functional claim feature in patent infringement proceedings, however, is 
determined by the national courts of the respective EPC member states. In German patent law a 
distinction has to be made between a functional feature restricting the scope of protection and a mere 
indication of purpose, which does not.  

 
 
09.40 – 10.05          Andreas Westberg, Sweden 
          “Practice at the Swedish Patent Office, PRV”  
 
 

 

This presentation concerns the practice of the Swedish Patent and Registration Office (PRV) with 
respect to functional features in patent claims. Relevant legal framework and internal guidelines will 
be presented. Issues facing the examiner when dealing with functional features in patent claims 
during the search and examination stage will also be discussed.  

 

 



  
 

10.05 – 10.30            Mikael Bergstrand, Sweden   
            “Functional claim features in patents relating  

            to the Medtech industry” 
   
 

Functional claim features are common in patents originating from the Medtech 
Industry. Sometimes it is necessary to include such features in order to obtain a reasonable claim 
scope. Functional features relating to new and sometimes previously unknown parameters may on 
the other hand create uncertainty regarding the scope of protection. I will provide my personal view 
on the challenges and benefits of functional features in Medtech industry patents. 

 
 

10.30 – 11.00         Coffee/Tea break    

 
 
11.00 – 11.30           Eric Le Forestier, Le Chesnay, France 
                                   “Applicable US law, including case law” 
   
Claims with functional features always look nice and broad. However, the 
treatment of functional features differs substantially depending on which side of 
the Atlantic you are. Functional features in the US lead to potential issues of 
narrow construction, sufficient disclosure and enablement, with unpredictable consequences as 
technologies and technical vocabulary evolve. This will be explored and the most recent case law will 
be explained.   
 
 
 
11.30 - 12.00        David Cheng, Beijing, China 
        “Applicable law and case law in China”        
  
 
 

The scope of patent claims with functional features in China will be explained to 
be different in courts and SIPO.  How to protect an invention in China should be 
considered seriously. A proper and significant drafting strategy of patent specification, for any 
Chinese patent applicant and abroad, will be introduced and discussed while taking into account 
some typical legal cases in the Chinese courts and SIPO.    

 
 

 

 



  
 

 

12.00 – 12.30            Example No. 1 – A court case from Germany (Alexander Esslinger) 

 
 
 
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch break (at Westmanska Palatset) 
 
 
           Moderator during the afternoon session:  
           Lennart Karlström, Vice President of FICPI Sweden  
 
13.30 - 14.00           Example No. 2 – A mechanical case (Eric Le Forestier) 

         The case will be considered from European and US perspectives.   
 
 
14.00 – 14.30           Example No. 3 –A court case from China (David Cheng)      
 
 
14.30 – 15.00 Coffee/Tea Break 
 
 
15.00 - 15.30  Luigi Petrucci, EPO, The Hague 
 “The EPO view on Functional Features, Art 84, EPC”  
             
               
 
 
                           Luigi Petrucci 
15.30 - 16.45           Example No. 4 -    Peter Kylin and Ulf Dahlgren, Sweden   
           A court case from Sweden:     Thule vs Mont Blanc  

           

   
     Peter Kylin              Ulf Dahlgren 

Regarding patent prosecution the Swedish Patent System is very well in harmony with EPC/EPO law 
and guidelines, but in some respects more accepting than EPO. For example, it permits the use of 
different expressions for defining functional features, as will be exemplified. However, when it comes 
to litigation there seems to be less of foreseeability regarding harmonization with EPC/EPO 
Guidelines, as will be demonstrated by looking into the decision made by the Swedish first instance 



  
 

court in the Thule vs. Mont Blanc case. This case has become well-known because of the relatively 
high damages for infringement that were awarded. Claim 1 includes several functional features that 
will be focused on and discussed from the view point what influence these functional features may 
have had on the outcome of the case. SEE ALSO MORE BACKGROUND OF THE CASE BELOW (after 
“Speakers”). 

 

 
16.45 – 17.00 Briefing of upcoming FICPI meetings  
In addition to meetings planned by FICPI Sweden, some of the FICPI Sweden Council members will 
inform about an Executive Committee meeting in Zurich in April 2016 and an Open Forum 5-8 
October 2016. 
 

17.00  End of seminar 

 

17.00 – 18.00 Mingling with refreshments at the venue, Westmanska Palatset 

 

 

 

 

  



  
 

 

Speakers on “Claims with functional features – good or bad?” 

 
 
Alexander Esslinger 
Patent attorney and partner of 
Betten & Resch, Munich, Germany 
A.Esslinger@bettenpat.com 

 

 

Alexander Esslinger is German and European patent attorney and advices and represents his clients in 
various high-tech industries before the German and European patent offices, the Federal Patent Court 
and the Federal Court of Justice (in patent nullity proceedings). He regularly collaborates with 
attorneys at law in patent infringement proceedings before the competent courts in Germany.  

In the last ten years Alexander became involved in a number of large multi-jurisdictional patent 
litigation cases in the fields of telecommunications, vascular stents and LED and is now an enthusiastic 
patent litigator.  

Alexander served for 15 years (until April 2015) as chairman of the FICPI working group dealing with 
software inventions (CET group 5). He is author of several publications on IP topics and a frequent 
speaker at international conferences (Highlight: Participation at mock trial under CAFC Chief Judge 
Michel at the FICPI World Congress in Washington, D.C. in 2009). 

 

 
Eric LE FORESTIER 
French and European Patent and Trademark Attorney 
LE FORESTIER CONSEIL 
22, rue du Plateau Saint-Antoine 
78150 LE CHESNAY, France 
eric@le-forestier.eu 
 
Eric LE FORESTIER is a civil engineer graduate from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Paris 
(1980), with a specialization in Computer Technology. He successfully followed the CEIPI course in 
Strasbourg (1986-1987) and qualified as French and European Patent Attorney in 1988. 
 
He has been operating since 1980 for French and foreign clients in patent drafting, prosecution and 
opposition, opinions, French and international patent litigation, licensing, IP audits and due diligence, 
in the fields of analogue and digital electronics, information technology, telecommunications and 
networks, software, semiconductor materials, optics, physics, mechanics, medical devices, 
metallurgy. 
 
He has extensive experience before all major offices worldwide and now leads his own practice after 
27 years in a major IP firm in Paris. 



  
 

 
He is a member of FICPI, CNCPI, ACPI and AIPPI. In FICPI (Fédération Internationale des Conseils en 
Propriété Intellectuelle), he has been serving from 2009 to 2015 as President of the CET (Commission 
d’Etude et de Travail – Study and Work Commission), a group of over 250 professionals worldwide 
studying all aspects of IP law and guiding FICPI positions in this area. 
 
Eric LE FORESTIER has also been actively involved in the training of patent engineers and has been 
tutor for 10 years in the EuroSEAD patent drafting course organized by FICPI. 
 
He has served between 2001 and 2009 as a member of the Examination Board for French patent 
attorney qualification and gives frequent lectures on different aspects of intellectual property. 
  
 
 
 
Luigi Petrucci, administrator, Patent Procedures Management, EPO, The Hague 
lpetrucci@epo.org                             
 
Luigi has studied aeronautical engineering at “La Sapienza” University in Rome and 
business administration at the Erasmus University in Rotterdam (Masters). After a 
fellowship at the Italian Space Agency, Luigi has joined the EPO in 1999 and worked 
as an examiner in the area of big industrial machines in search, examination and opposition. In 
parallel he was involved with the training of examiners. He passed the European Qualifying 
Examination in 2006. 

Luigi has been active as a quality auditor at the EPO in the period 2005 – 2009, and since June 2013 
he has been working in the Patent Procedures Management directorate, where he is entrusted 
mainly with the development of patent procedures and the co-ordination of the yearly review of the 
Guidelines. 

 
 
 
 
Andreas Westberg,  
M. Sc, Sociotechnical Systems Engineering, Uppsala University 
Patent Examiner, Swedish Patent och Registration Office, PRV  
andreas.westberg@prv.se 
 
Since 2007, Andreas has been a patent examiner at PRV. He has the role of decision-making 
senior examiner, and is a member of the group responsible for current patent practice and for 
quality compliance at the PRV.  
 
Andreas examines patent applications and oppositions in the mechanical field and is 
specialized in energy technology. 
 
 

mailto:andreas.westberg@prv.se
mailto:andreas.westberg@prv.se


  
 

 
Mikael Bergstrand  
European patent attorney  
Senior Counsel Opposition Specialist at 
Baxter International, Gambro Lundia AB 
mikael_bergstrand@baxter.com 

 

Michael has a global responsibility for Baxter’s European patent oppositions as well as a patent 
portfolio within the dialysis field. Occasionally, he is also involved in litigation work.    

Previously, he has been working at AstraZeneca (Senior Patent Attorney, Corporate patent attorney 
and Formalities Manager), Awapatent (Team manager Electronics at the Malmö office), Albihns 
(Offices in Munich and Stockholm) and the Swedish patent office. 

 

David Cheng,  
Patent Attorney and Litigator  
Ge Cheng &Co Ltd 
Beijing, China 
davidcheng@gechengip.com 
 
 

Mr. David W. Cheng is a senior patent attorney and a litigator in Ge Cheng & Co Ltd. He received his M.D. in 
Medicine from China Medical University and L.L.M. from law School of Peking University. He has more 
experiences in drafting patent as well as patent litigation in the field of life sciences, including biochemistry, 
biotech, pharmaceuticals and medical device. 

He is the President of FICPI China, member of CET 5 FICPI and now a standing council member of All-China 
Patent Attorneys Association, the China Intellectual Property Society and LES China, Chairman of the 
Supervisory in Beijing Patent Attorneys Association, a member of FICPI, AIPPI, INTA, AIPLA and PTMG. 

 

Peter Kylin 
CEO and Managing Partner of Hynell Patenttjänst since 1998 
Authorized Patent, Design and Trademark Attorney 
Peter.Kylin@hynell.se 
 
 
 
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering at Chalmers University of Technology (CTH) in 
1982.Worked as an examiner at both the Swedish Patent Office (PRV) in Stockholm and the 
European Patent Office (EPO) in Munich. 
 
Many years of experience from working as an IP manager within the industry 
Previously a board member of PRV and The Swedish Association for the Protection of Intellectual 
Property (SFIR), and the Chairman of The Association of Intellectual Property Law Firms in Sweden 
(SEPAF). Currently a board member of IPQ AB, Westpatent AB, Hynell AS, Swea IP Law AB and 
NellPat AB; Council member of FICPI Sweden 
 
Gives lectures on patent law at Karlstad University and Örebro University at occasions  
Articles published in The International Council of Swedish Industry (NIR)  



  
 

 

Ulf Dahlgren 
Attorney at law 
IP specialist  
of Vinge law firm, Stockholm 
Ulf.Dahlgren@vinge.se 
 
Law degree from Lund University in 1969  
Member of the Swedish Bar Association since 1975  
Extensive IP work, particularly patent litigation  
Top-ranked within IP by Chambers Global and Legal 500  
Honorary member of the Swedish Association for the Protection of Intellectual Property (SFIR)  
Receiver of the “Award of Merit” by AIPPI in 2010  
  



  
 

 

The Swedish Court case:  Thule vs. Mont Blanc  

Background by Peter Kylin 

 

Do functional features in claims create extra uncertainty? Does the recent Swedish court case 
Thule vs. Mont Blanc show that this may be the case in Sweden? Is the situation similar in other 
jurisdictions? And how and when will UPC have an influence? 

In Sweden functional features are well accepted and frequently occur. Mostly they are presented in 
the “EPO format”, i.e. “arranged to”, but my personal view is that SEPTO is more liberal than EPO to 
allow other formats.  

Some argue that a functional feature in a claim may cause inacceptable insecurity regarding claim 
interpretation, e.g. unduly broaden the scope of protection. In Sweden you may argue yes so may be, 
or you may argue that it may have little effect on the outcome in courts, since the court may use its 
discretion to decide claim interpretation upon function rather than literally, perhaps even 
irrespective if functionally defined or not. Let us use the recent court case Thule vs. Mont Blanc as a 
bench mark, having a plurality of features functionally defined (marked in yellow below) and also 
some features that are “semi-functionally” defined, by “for”. 

 

BACKGROUND 

The two Swedish companies Thule and Mont Blanc have for many decades supplied load carriers to 
the vehicle industry. 

End 80’s car industry decided to have welded joints between roof and sides instead of folded joints, 
and then offered fixed nuts/”engaging devices” in the car roof for attachment of load carriers. Thule 
and others started with use of integral bolts (bolt and bolt head in one piece) for the attachment. In 
1993 Thule filed a patent application for the use of pin bolt (14) and with separate bolt head (19) for 
that attachment, to safeguard secure attachment. A patent, SE 508709, was granted in 1998 with the 
following claim 1; 

A. Load carrier foot, intended to attach a load carrier on vehicle having a load carrier rod (9) extending over 
the vehicle roof (1, 2),  

B. comprising a support member (17) for bearing on the vehicle roof,  
C. an engaging part (14), adapted to freely movably extend through an opening or recess in the load carrier 

foot (8) 
D. and arranged for engagement with a corresponding engaging device (12, 13), mounted on the vehicle, 
E. An operating device (19), arranged to press the load carrier foot (8) against the vehicle roof , when 

tightened against a solid part of the load carrier foot (8), 
F. Wherein the engagement member (14) has a threaded portion for engagement in a corresponding 

threaded bore in the engaging device (12, 13),  
G. and that the engagement member (14) has an operating portion (23) that is independent in relation to the 

operating device (19), for attachment of it in the engaging device (12, 13). 



  
 

 

 

In 2010 Thule filed a complaint in Sweden against Mont Blanc for infringement.  

Mont Blanc counter acted claiming invalidity, e.g. lack of novelty over US’570. (see below, where ref. 
no. as in claim 1 has been added in bold) 

 

 

The City Court of Stockholm decided that; 

A. Claim 1 is novel; 
• Not by firstly reciting all known features of claim 1, 
• but instead merely by stating that  “the load carrier foot of the patent at least differs 

from US’570 in that the engaging part is arranged to  cooperate with threaded 
portion of engaging device attached to the vehicle roof”,   

B. Claim 1 fulfils the requirements of inventive step; 
• Because “As the court stated above, US 570 gives no hint that would lead the skilled 

person to use a "pin bolt arrangement” in an embodiment where the load carrier foot 
is attached to a threaded portion in the vehicle roof.” 

 



  
 

In 1991 the Supreme Court of Appeal decided that EPO guide lines/jurisprudence is be followed. In 
the present case it can be noted that in contrast to “EPO guidance” the court; 

- Regarding NOVELTY 
o did not recite all features of claim that are known form US’570 in the novelty 

analysis,  
o Did not use the exact wording of claim 1 to conclude novelty, 
o Did not explain/motivate why a different wording than claim 1 was used, 
o Did not explain/motivate why the defendants view regarding lack of novelty was 

erroneous, 
- Regarding INVENTIVE STEP 

o Merely considered US570 taken alone, 
o Did not comment (consider?) common knowledge of the skilled person, i.e. despite 

concluding earlier that “pin bolt arrangements” are well known and also disclosed in 
US  570,  

Accordingly, it is evident that the court has used its discretion to not follow EPO practice. It cannot be 
excluded that “functional aspects/arguments” may have had an impact, i.e. providing a basis for the 
court to use an untypical methodology to make their decision, which indeed would be in line with the 
arguments presented by patentee, i.e: 

“The following review of the various definitions in claim 1 of the patent shows that the invention 
differs from US 570. It is noted that claim 1 is an apparatus claim which describes the load carrier foot 
before installation, i.e. the solution is adapted to perform the function specified in the claim.” 

 

Questions in the light of the above; 

- Is it common also in other European jurisdictions that the court uses their discretion to use 
a “non EPO methodology”?  

- If so, is it likely that functional features in claims create extra uncertainty?  
- Will UPC have an influence in this regard? 

 

(End of Program) 

 

 
 

 


